O-arm-guided balloon kyphoplasty: prospective single-center case series of 54 consecutive patients.
Balloon kyphoplasty is widely used to treat vertebral compression fractures. Procedure outcome and safety are directly linked to precise radiological imaging requiring 1 or 2 C arms to allow correct visualization throughout the procedure. This minimally invasive spinal surgery is associated with radiation exposure for both patient and surgeon. In our center, we switched from using a C-arm to an O-arm image guidance system to perform balloon kyphoplasty. Our preliminary experience is reported in Acta Neurochirurgica, and the encouraging results led us to study this subject more extensively. This article presents our complete results. To the best of our knowledge, there is no comparable clinical series describing O-arm use in kyphoplasty procedures published in the literature. To report our complete results of using the O-arm guidance system to perform balloon kyphoplasty. We prospectively evaluated O-arm-guided kyphoplasty procedure in 54 consecutive patients and measured x-ray exposure and fluoroscopy time. The mean surgical time for the procedure was 38 minutes with a mean fluoroscopy procedure time of 3.1 minutes. The mean fluoroscopy time by level was 2.5 minutes. Mean irradiation dose by procedure was 220 mGy and by level was 166 mGy. There was a significant reduction in fluoroscopy time and x-ray exposure from 5.1 minutes with classic C-arm use to 3.1 minutes when with O-arm use without additional time required for positioning the system. With this new intraoperative system, the overall surgical and fluoroscopy times can be further reduced in the near future.